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Executive Summary
As the signing of the EU-Myanmar Investment Protection Agreement (IPA) draws near, concerns over the
secrecy surrounding the agreement’s negotiations and the risks it poses abound, alongside many myths
about its potential benefits.
Myanmar is in the early days of democratization, with many laws and policies from the country’s military era in
need of reform. Myanmar faces formidable challenges to build regulatory frameworks – not least in relation to
the ownership and revenue sharing of natural resources in various ethnic areas, to the protection of human
and labour rights and the environment.
The peace process to end the 68-year old civil war is slow, with military offensives by the national army against
ethnic armed groups ongoing in Kachin and Shan States, resulting in abuses against civilians and massive
displacement. Achieving a lasting peace will involve moving towards a more federal system for which many new
policies and laws will have to be introduced.
This paper argues that the benefits of the IPA are highly overstated, and the risks seriously underestimated:

Myths
1: It will bring high levels of European investment and help the country develop
2: It will protect workers’ rights and the environment
3: EU investors will help improve Myanmar’s human rights situation
4: EU-Myanmar IPA negotiations are far more transparent than other treaties
negotiated by Myanmar
5: EU-Myanmar IPA will be just one of many treaties signed by Myanmar

Risks
1: It will prevent democratic regulatory reform
2: It will impact on a scarce public budget
3: It will block the peace process
4: It takes away the incentive to strengthen the national judicial system
5: It could be approved without any public scrutiny
The IPA could have major negative impacts on democratic development, human rights and sustainable peace
in Myanmar, depriving it of the necessary policy space to harness investment to serve sustainable development
and peace. It also has the potential to bankrupt the country through potential lawsuits filed by foreign companies
unwilling to see stronger regulations that may impact their profits.
Furthermore, there are serious human rights violations against Muslim communities in Rakhine State as well
as peoples in other parts of the country.1 The EU has made the upholding of human rights an integral part of
its external trade relations – so if negotiations continue with Myanmar under the current circumstances, this
commitment is in question.
The IPA negotiations may be drawing to a close, but there is still time for a much-needed, wide-ranging public
debate among parliamentarians and civil society to close the democratic gap opened up by the IPA negotiations.
Parliamentarians in Europe and Myanmar have a key role to play in this debate. This briefing includes a series of
recommendations that aim to strengthen the Parliamentarians’ role.
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Introduction
The European Commission (EC) has announced that the signing of the investment protection agreement (IPA)
between the European Union (EU) and Myanmar is imminent. Currently there is no bilateral investment treaty
between any EU Member State and Myanmar – a fledgling democracy in which the national armed forces still
play a significant role in politics; democratic reform and the peace process are both young; and which has
many outdated laws and policies in need of reform.
If signed and ratified, the EU-Myanmar IPA would be a significant expansion of the investment protection
system. In the words of the EC, “the agreement would actually be a real ‘game changer’ for EU investors”.2
But after three years and five rounds of negotiations, citizens and members of parliament in Myanmar and
Europe know nothing of what is in the text of the agreement, as all negotiations have been secret. And despite
declarations on the part of the EU and Myanmar3 about the importance of transparency in the negotiations,
advance warning of the dates or locations of negotiations never been given, and drafts of the treaty have never
been shared. The only attempts at transparency have been briefings for civil society organisations (CSOs) on
the outcomes of the negotiation rounds after they have happened – announced with only a few days’ notice
and only alerting CSOs in Yangon.
The EU is rushing Myanmar into an investment treaty under the same logic of the outdated investment
protection model that attracted international criticism from governments in Asia, Latin America and Africa,
and international organisations such as the UN Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD).
And in its rush the EU is showing double standards. While it has postponed free trade agreement talks
with the Philippines because of killings in the country’s so-called war on drugs, it has declined to suspend
negotiations with Myanmar in a context of the ongoing military offensives in the Kachin and northern
Shan States and the severe repression of Muslim communities in the Rakhine State causing larges-scale
displacement in these regions.This runs counter to the EU’s commitment to uphold human rights as an
integral part of its external trade relations.
The secrecy and fast pace of the negotiations are partly responsible for much misinformation and speculation,
fuelling myths about the treaty’s potential benefits amid a complete lack of discussion on its risks. But as the
signing of the treaty draws near there is still time for a much-needed and wide-ranging public debate among
parliamentarians and civil society to close the democratic gap created by this process.
Myanmar should not feel pressured to prematurely accept an IPA with far-reaching substantive investor
protections and an investor-state dispute settlement. There is no compelling reason for Myanmar to sign
an investment treaty such as the one proposed by the EU that will only serve to limit future policy space in
Myanmar – space that is much needed to make Myanmar’s transition towards a more democratic, equitable
and sustainable development a success.
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SECTION 1

Myths surrounding the EU-Myanmar IPA
Myth 1: It will bring high levels of European investment

and help the country develop

The EC has argued that signing an investment treaty with the EU will bring much-needed European foreign direct
investment (FDI) to Myanmar. But this assumption is largely unsubstantiated.
There is no evidence that investment protection agreements attract more investments. Research worldwide has
shown that the rule of law and a strong legal framework are much more important incentives to attract foreign
investments than any investment agreement.4 The experience of several countries5 has also shown that foreign
investment mainly comes from countries with which they have no investment protection treaty.

“We do not receive significant inflows of FDI from many partners with whom we have BITs
[bilateral investment treaties], and at the same time, we continue to receive investment
from jurisdictions with which we have no BITs. In short, BITs are not decisive in attracting
investment.” South African government official
Even European Trade Commissioner Cecilia Malmström recently admitted that most studies showed no “direct
and exclusive causal relationship” between international investment agreements and FDI6.
Since 2013, Myanmar’s FDI has steadily grown.7 This trend is also true for EU investment flows.8 Most likely,
foreign investment will continue flowing into Myanmar regardless of whether the IPA is signed.
In addition to the fact that signing the IPA is no assurance that FDI will increase, foreign investment can only be
harnessed to contribute to social development and environmental protection if the right regulatory framework
is in place.
Not all investment works towards the goal of sustainable development. Trade policy makers tend to measure
success based on the volume of investment, but increasingly, evidence shows that the quality of investment
matters more than the quantity. For foreign investment to contribute to development, it needs to be targeted
and regulated.9 UNCTAD has warned that regulation of foreign investment in general is crucial for restricting
its negative social and environmental impacts and to guarantee some positive contribution to economic
development.10 It also notes, “more and more governments are moving away from the hands-off approach
to economic growth and development that prevailed previously”.11
This is particularly true in countries dependent on natural resource exploitation – greater government influence
in the extractive industries is the current trend among resource-rich countries.
Investment treaties of the kind the EU is promoting will in fact put a heavy price tag on the regulatory powers of
governments that try to ensure FDI achieves poverty eradication, technology transfer, respect for human rights
and environmental protection.

Myth 2: It will protect workers’ rights and the environment
The EC argues that the IPA chapter on sustainable development will help protect labour rights and the
environment. While the secrecy surrounding the negotiations means we have been unable to see the text of this
chapter, the EC has indicated that it will include “similar provisions [to those] in the EU-Canada Comprehensive
Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA)”.12
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The CETA sustainable development chapter includes aspirational commitments by the Member States to
respect ILO standards and conventions, and key multilateral environmental agreements. There is no mention
of commitments by investors and there are no binding obligations for States. The chapter is worded to
indicate that governments will “encourage” and “promote” good practices but does not include any clear targets
and has explicitly excluded the option of an enforcement mechanism. The commitments are purely voluntary.13
For this reason, the relevance of the chapter has been questioned.14 Without binding and enforceable labour
and environmental provisions for States and investors, it is highly unlikely we will see any positive improvement
in the labour or environmental situation in Myanmar as a result of its IPA with the EU.
Furthermore, the Sustainability Impact Assessment commissioned by the EU concluded that when it comes to
the environment, “reliable estimation of potential impacts was not feasible, as increased EU investment could be
positive or negative for the environment of Myanmar depending upon how it is directed”.15
While the positive contributions of the EU-Myanmar IPA to workers’ rights and the environment are highly
questionable, the risks are tangible.
The EU-Myanmar IPA grants EU investors the right to sue the Myanmar government if it decides to improve
domestic labour standards or implement measures to protect the environment. There are several examples
of cases where European investors have used investor-state provisions to challenge governments’ regulation
on these two fronts.

Lawsuits by European investors related to labour rights
and environmental protection
Labour rights
EU investors have sued governments for increasing the minimum wage:
• French multinational Veolia took the Egyptian government to the International Center for the Settlement
of Investment Disputes (ICSID) in 2012 over, among other things, increases in the minimum wage.
• Italian construction company Astaldi brought an ICSID claim against Honduras for altering the technical
specifications in a road repair project. One of the claims by the company was the increase in the
country’s national minimum wage.

Environmental protection
EU investors have sued governments for taking measures to address climate change and/or preserve the
environment. Some examples include:
• In 2009, Spanish energy multinational Abengoa sued the Mexican government for its decision to block
the operation of a toxic waste disposal facility. The facility would have been installed only two kilometres
away from a natural reserve and less than 500 metres from the hñañu indigenous community, putting
at risk their fragile ecosystem, including spilling arsenic into the water table. The arbitrators in the case
ordered the Mexican government to pay the company $45 million USD in compensation for measures
intended to protect the environment and local communities.16
• Gabriel Resources, a Canadian mining company is suing Romania for $4.4 billion USD. The government
denied the environmental permit to establish the mine because the gold mining project would destroy
the ancient site of Roşia Montană (today a UNESCO World Heritage candidate) and cause severe
environmental damage.

Countries such as Myanmar, which will be among the most affected by climate change, should have the right to
impose environmental policies without the fear of being sued at international investment tribunals.17
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Myth 3: EU investors will help improve Myanmar’s human rights situation
The EC claims the IPA will improve human rights because “EU investors would be expected to value and protect
human rights, especially as they often include corporate social responsibility (CSR) in their business operations.
By increasing the share of EU investment, the IPA would therefore benefit the overall human rights situation in
Myanmar”.18 However, ‘voluntary’ codes such as CSR approaches have repeatedly failed to tackle corporations’
human rights abuses and environmental crimes.19 The EU and the legislations of EU member States do not oblige
companies to respect human rights in their operations and business relationships abroad. For victims, it is almost
impossible to access European courts even in cases, where misbehaviour by European companies is evident20.
The EC and the EU’s Sustainability Impact Assessment rely on European businesses – under their own steam – to
respect human rights, pay decent wages and protect the environment. However, European companies have a track
record of human rights and environmental violations in Latin America21 and in other regions.22 This is the main
reason why 20 countries supported the creation of a process in 2014 towards a UN treaty that would require binding
obligations for transnational corporations23, with momentum continuing to grow. The assumption that European
businesses will suddenly start behaving differently in Myanmar is nothing more than wishful thinking.
The environment of conflict, lack of appropriate legal framework and poor access to judicial remedy in Myanmar make
it even more likely that European companies will increasingly become complicit in human rights abuses. Currently,
most foreign direct investments (FDI) target conflict areas, especially the States of Kachin, Shan, Kayin and Rakhine and
sectors with high records of human rights violations, such as energy, mining, garment, and telecommunications. Even the
Sustainable Impact Assessment (SIA) has recognized serious human and labour rights issues precisely in these sectors.
If the EU and its member States want to ensure that European businesses do not violate human and environmental
rights, they should oblige their companies by law to respect human rights abroad. At least the EU could include a
specific set of binding obligations for investors. Furthermore, these obligations should allow affected communities
to sue corporations that violate them. But this is not the case – the EU-Myanmar IPA will not include obligations for
investors, and only foreign investors can bring claims against States at arbitration tribunals.
The EC also claims that the IPA will not undermine human rights because the treaty “fully preserves Myanmar’s
right to […] protect the economic, social and cultural rights of its people”.24 The EC also argues that the treaty will
not prevent Myanmar from regulating in the public interest.
These statements are highly misleading. While it is true that the government of Myanmar can regulate and alter its
laws in any way it wants, nothing in the treaty prevents investors from launching multi-million dollar lawsuits as a
result of these changes in laws and regulations25. Furthermore, nothing in the treaty would block arbitrators from
awarding millions in compensation to investors, even when the demands relate to public interest measures.26 In
practice, this means that exercising the right to regulate can cost the government and the people of Myanmar an
enormous amount of money from the scarce public budget. The costs are high enough to make the government
think twice about advancing regulation. The risk of what is usually called regulatory chill has been long proven.27

“...investor protections have expanded with little regard to States’ duties to protect [human
rights], skewing the balance between the two. Consequently, host States can find it difficult
to strengthen domestic social and environmental standards, including those related to
human rights, without fear of foreign investor challenge, which can take place under binding
international arbitration” UN Special Representative on Business and Human Rights, John Ruggie28
The EU-Myanmar IPA leaves the door wide open for investors to sue governments for measures that aim to favour
people or the environment, such as land reforms; collection of taxes; domestic fiscal policy; bans on harmful chemicals; bans on mining; environmental restrictions, requirements for environmental impact assessments; regulations
regarding transport and disposal of hazardous waste; regulations governing health matters; measures affecting the
price and delivery of water; regulations to improve the economic situation of minority populations; and measures to
increase revenues gained from production and export of natural resources.
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All countries that have signed investment treaties are exposed to possible lawsuits when they propose
new regulations that affect in any way the profits of investors (current or future ones). But Myanmar will
be particularly exposed to lawsuits, since it is still in the process of building its regulatory framework.
The EU-Myanmar IPA will not only fail to contribute to improve human rights, in fact it may help to penalize
the government for ensuring people’s human rights to health, access to water or electricity, as well as the
right to a healthy environment.

Myth 4: EU-Myanmar IPA negotiations are far more transparent

than other treaties negotiated by Myanmar

The EC has attempted to justify the lack of transparency during EU-Myanmar IPA negotiations claiming that
Myanmar has negotiated other treaties in an even less transparent manner. The EU is always talking about raising
standards, so it is sad that in this case it has chosen not to follow its own advice and instead is lowering them.
In the case of Myanmar, the EC has not followed the basic steps towards transparency they took in other
negotiations such as the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP), CETA, and the EU-Philippines,
EU-Indonesia and EU-Mexico negotiations.
For the agreements related to TTIP, CETA, and the Philippines29, Indonesia30 and Mexico31 negotiations, for example,
the EC published in advance the dates of rounds of negotiations, and also texts with EU’s position on key issues.
On the contrary, for Myanmar, all rounds happened in secret, without public announcements. The EC has not
published any text. They have only published short reports of the last two rounds of negotiations32 after repeated
complaints by civil society33.
Maybe the most striking – and inexplicable – step taken by the EC is to have limited the access to the texts for
Members of the European Parliament (MEPs). Almost all members of the European Parliament’s Committee on
International Trade (INTA) have been denied access to EU-Myanmar IPA negotiating texts. However, they have
access to the texts of all other ongoing negotiations with ASEAN countries.

Myth 5: EU-Myanmar IPA will be just one of many treaties signed by Myanmar
The EC has dismissed civil society concerns about EU-Myanmar IPA with the argument that Myanmar already has
other bilateral investment treaties (BITs) with China, Japan and Thailand, for example.
However, the BITs between Myanmar and these countries are not comparable in terms of risk. First of all, a treaty
with the EU would represent a massive expansion of the investment arbitration system. Currently, no EU Member
State has any BIT signed with Myanmar. So, the IPA with the EU has the effect of extending coverage to 28 countries
with just one treaty.
Furthermore, Chinese, Japanese and Thai investors have
hardly used the ISDS system.34 By contrast, EU investors
are the most frequent users of the ISDS system worldwide.
According to UNCTAD, investors from EU Member States
have launched 431 cases, which represent 56% of the
total known investment disputes worldwide. In particular,
investors based in the Netherlands, UK and Germany
have used the system the most.

Investor State Dispute Settlements:
most frequent EU claimants
Netherlands

21%

UK

16%

Germany

13%

France

9%

Spain

9%

Italy

7%

Others
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25%

Most investments to Myanmar, so far, come from the UK,
Netherlands and France.35 There are signs36 that German
investors will also increase investment in Myanmar. This
indicates that the risk of being sued by investors from these
countries is extremely high. Finally, terminating a treaty with
28 EU Member States will be politically very difficult.

SECTION 2

Risks of signing the EU-Myanmar IPA
While the benefits of signing an EU-Myanmar investment protection agreement have been highly overstated,
the risks are seriously underestimated. This treaty could have major negative impacts on democratic
development, human rights and sustainable peace in Myanmar.
The incentives offered to foreign investors come at a too high a price, depriving Myanmar of the necessary
policy space to harness investment to serve sustainable development and peace. It also has the potential to
bankrupt the country. Under the provisions of the investment protection agreements, foreign investors can
sue the government for millions of dollars if they consider the measures will affect current or future profits.

Risk 1: It will prevent democratic regulatory reform
Myanmar is only in the early stages of democratisation and peace building. Many laws and policies that stem
from the military era still need to be revised, and the peace process is slow. Myanmar is a state in transition
and faces formidable challenges to build regulatory frameworks, including protecting the economic, social
and cultural rights of its people as well as its natural resources. In particular, the years to come will involve
negotiations over ownership and revenue-sharing of natural resources in the different ethnic areas.
Signing an investment treaty like EU-Myanmar IPA will severely endanger the prospects for democratic
regulatory reform. If it enters into force, Myanmar’s government will be wide open to multimillion dollar
lawsuits by European investors should the government introduce new and tighter regulation to, for example,
protect public health, access to water or to public services; or to limit environmental degradation or support
a sustainable peace in Myanmar.
In particular, Myanmar’s government will be vulnerable to lawsuits related to the extractive sector. Mining
and extraction of oil and gas account for 29% of all business related human rights complaints registered
internationally between 2005 and 2014.37 At the same time, these sectors account for 17% of all investment
disputes worldwide.38
The cost of these lawsuits (see below) is, in many cases, enough of a deterrent to make governments reluctant
to implement social or environmental protection measures that could affect the interests of foreign investors.
Postponing or abandoning public-interest legislation for fear of a multimillion dollar international arbitration
lawsuit has happened in Canada,39 Indonesia,40 Germany41 and New Zealand42 – all countries with a higher
national budget than Myanmar. Everything indicates that the enormous financial pressure could lead to
Myanmar’s government abandoning policies that it would like to promote in the public interest, or watering
down those that already exist.

Risk 2: It will impact on a scarce public budget
The financial cost of investment disputes is rising. This applies to the demands that investors make for loss
of current or future profits, the financial compensation to investors that arbitration tribunals have decided
during recent years, and the legal costs of the cases. The legal costs for the State include payment of defence
lawyers (often international law firms) and arbitrators’ fees and costs. These have to be paid by the State
regardless of the outcome of the case.
In terms of the demands by investors, between 2013 and 2014 there were 59 treaty disputes active where
the investor was suing for at least $1 billion USD—including 10 with stakes of at least $15 billion USD.43
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In 2012, an investment tribunal issued the highest award in history against a government when it ordered
Ecuador to pay $2.3 billion USD to oil company Occidental.44 In 2014, a tribunal ordered Russia to compensate
the former majority owners of oil and gas company Yukos with $50 billion USD.
As for legal costs, on average each side will pay $4.5 million USD per case, but the cost can be much higher.45
In 2011, the Philippine government disclosed that it had spent $58 million USD in costs related to the lawsuits
by the German company Fraport.46 In the Yukos case, the Russian government paid its defence lawyers
$74 million USD.47
These are financial costs that Myanmar cannot afford – it already faces a current deficit in the public budget
of 4.52 percent of GDP.48 Having to pay for its legal defence in a case of this nature, let alone the award
itself, could lead to diverting a significant part of the public budget away from needs such as public services,
education and health.
The fact that Myanmar has only been sued once (in 2000)49 for a small amount and the tribunal ruled in
favour of the State is no consolation. Many countries have experienced that soon after signing investment
agreements with the US or European countries, they started to get sued.50

Risk 3: It will block the peace process
Myanmar has experienced one of the world’s longest-running internal conflicts. A peace process has started
to finally seek a solution at the negotiating table to solve ethnic conflict in the country and end the 68-year
old civil war but a resolution is still far away. Fighting between Myanmar’s armed forces and ethnic armed
groups continues in the Kachin and northern Shan States, resulting in abuses against civilians and massive
displacement. There is also new conflict and a major humanitarian emergency underway in the Rakhine State.
Achieving a lasting peace will involve moving towards a more federal system for which many new policies and
laws will have to be introduced.
In particular, as part of the ongoing peace agreement, decisions will have to be taken around natural resource
management and sharing – or better regulations to make natural resource extraction more sustainable.
Currently, no proper regulatory or institutional reforms have been made to meaningfully address widespread
and systematic land grabbing issues across the country, let alone the more complex land problems in ethnic
areas where there are mixed and overlapping administrations and large numbers of internally displaced
people in situations of grave food and land insecurity due to both new and old conflict. The EU-Myanmar IPA
has the potential to spark new conflict, displacement and human rights violation.
In such a volatile and fragile landscape, it is essential that Myanmar maintains full policy space to harness
foreign investment for its own development objectives. An investment protection treaty with the EU has
the potential to lock-in current policies because it will be very costly for the government to change them
in the future.

Risk 4: It takes away the incentive to strengthen the national

judicial system
Like any nascent democracy, Myanmar’s judicial system needs strengthening.
The EU had the opportunity to support the development of an independent national judiciary. For example,
including an option in the EU-Myanmar IPA requiring that investors exhaust local remedies before going to
international arbitration would have encouraged Myanmar’s government to improve its national judicial system.
Instead, the EU opted for a system that puts European investors in a privileged position by allowing them to
bypass the national sphere.
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Academics studying this aspect have argued that providing an external source of dispute resolution for foreign
investors, “host governments will be less motivated to improve their domestic legal systems, and other aspects
of the rule of law that would benefit domestic stakeholders as well”.51 Further academic research on this issue
supports this statement: “Under some circumstances, BITs may lead to lower institutional quality in subsequent
years.”52

Risk 5: It could be approved without any public scrutiny
Unlike the practice in the International Trade Committee in the European Parliament, there is a risk that Myanmar’s
government will ratify the EU-Myanmar IPA without parliament even discussing it.
Given the potential impact of the IPA on the public budget, it is crucial that Myanmar’s parliament, as guardians of
the public interests, discuss the IPA in a meaningful way. But this needs time.
If the EU pushes for a fast conclusion of this investment agreement, the likely scenario is that a treaty with such
huge implications could be approved without any public scrutiny. If the EU is interested in promoting the rule of
law and democracy in Myanmar it needs to allow time for Myanmar’s Members of Parliament, CSOs and media to
familiarize themselves with the possible impacts and consequences of signing investment protection treaties, and
have substantive debates before making a commitment.
It is important to remember that the EU-Myanmar IPA, like all other investment treaties, will be hard to roll back.
First of all, after it is ratified, it is likely the treaty cannot be terminated for at least 10 years. And, even after that
initial period, if the Myanmar government wishes to terminate the treaty it will likely face what is called a survival
clause. As a result of this clause, investors will continue enjoying the same level of protection after the treaty is
terminated for an average period of 10 to 15 years. So, any decisions taken today to ratify the EU-Myanmar IPA
will likely lock in the rights granted to investors for a minimum period of 20 years.

Myths and risks of the EU-Myanmar Investment Protection Agreement
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SECTION 3

Recommendations

Recommendations for Members of the European Parliament (MEPs)
1. MEPs should hold a wide debate on EU-Myanmar IPA
MEPs will be asked by the EC to ratify this treaty once it is signed. Yet MEPs have not had the chance to look
at the text of this treaty or hold substantive debates about its consequences. MEPs should insist to get access
to all relevant documents and initiate a debate based on proper analysis.

2. MEPs should visit Myanmar to assess the human rights situation
The worsening human rights situation for the Muslim communities in Rakhine State, has been denounced by the UN,53
Human Rights Watch54 and Amnesty International55 among others. The European Parliament itself has approved
several resolutions acknowledging the deteriorating situation.56 Human rights violations are also taking place in the
Kachin and northern Shan States, which have been documented by Amnesty International57 and Human Rights Watch58.
We recommend that a broad delegation of MEPs visits Myanmar to assess if the EU should be negotiating this treaty
with Myanmar’s government in the context of significant human rights violations. Furthermore, MEPs could assess if
the investment treaty has the potential to hinder the ongoing peace process.

3. MEPs should demand a moratorium on further negotiation of EU-Myanmar IPA
until the human rights situation has been resolved and peace reached.
MEPs have the power to put a brake on a process that has been steam-rolled by the EC, disregarding the highly
volatile situation in Myanmar.

Recommendations for Myanmar Members of Parliament (MPs)
1. MPs should hold a wide debate in Parliament
Members of Parliament in Myanmar could insist on sufficient time to acquaint themselves with the possible impacts
and wider implications of the proposed investment protection treaty at this pivotal point in their country’s history.

2. MPs should commission a cost-benefit analysis and a human rights
impact assessment of the treaty
Myanmar should take advantage of the fact that it is entering the global economy and global investment frameworks
at a time when it can learn from the experiences of other countries with BITs, and make a well-considered decision.
There is a need for Myanmar’s government, Members of Parliament, ethnic stakeholders, civil society and the business
sector to do a cost-benefit analysis as well as human rights impact assessment of the imminent EU-Myanmar IPA,
as a basis for a necesary public debate. The cost-benefit analysis could follow the experience of countries such
as the UK,59 and in line with other countries that carried out a review process, such as Ecuador, South Africa,
India and Indonesia. The human rights impact assessment could follow the framework developed by the former
UN Special Rapporteur on the right to adequate food, Olivier de Schutter.60
Furthermore, MPs in Myanmar could seek an exchange with MPs from countries such as India or Indonesia
to learn about the experience these countries had with BITs.

3. MPs should demand to have the final say in the ratification of this treaty
Even if the treaty is signed in the immediate future, all EU Member States need to ratify the treaty. This can be
a lengthy process. Myanmar can use this time to not rush the ratification of the agreement but stick to proper
democratic decision-making processes.
Due to the potential impact this investment protection agreement should have on Myanmar’s public budget,
Myanmar’s MPs should demand having the final say on its ratification. Currently, they could propose that the
government supports efforts towards a Binding UN Treaty on Transnational Corporations and other business
enterprises with respect to human rights currently being negotiated.
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